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Available online 5 November 2013Knowing the limit of quantification is important to accurately judge the results from
proteomics studies. In order to investigate isobaric labels in combination with peptide
pre-fractionation by high resolution isoelectric focusing in terms of limit of detection,
quantitative accuracy and how to improve it, we used a human cell lysate spiked with 57
protein standards providing reference points across a wide concentration range. Specifi-
cally, the impact of precursor mixing (isolation interference and reporter ion interference) on
quantitative accuracy was investigated by co-analyzing iTRAQ (8-plex) and TMT (6-plex)
labeled peptides. A label-free analysis was also performed. Peptides, labeled or label-free,
were analyzed by LC–MS/MS (Orbitrap Velos). We identified 3386 proteins by the label-free
approach, 4466 with iTRAQ and 5961 with TMT. A linear range of quantification down to
1 fmol was indicated for both isobaric and label-free analysis workflows, with an upper
limit exceeding 60 fmol. Our results indicate that 6-plex TMT is more sensitive than 8-plex
iTRAQ. For isobaric labels, quantitative accuracy was affected by precursor mixing. Based on
our evaluation on precursor mixing and accuracy of isobaric label quantification, we
propose a cut off of <30% isolation interference for peptide spectrum matches (PSMs) used in
the quantification.
Biological significance
Quantitative proteome analysis by mass spectrometry offers opportunities for biological
research. However, knowing the limit of quantification in biological samples is important to
accurately judge the results. By using a high-complexity sample spiked with protein
standards of known concentrations, we investigated the quantification limits of label-free
and label-based peptide quantification, including an evaluation of precursor mixing and its
impact on quantification accuracy by isobaric labels. We suggest limits of allowed precursor
interference and believe that this study contributes with information useful in proteome
quantification by mass spectrometry.
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134 J O U R N A L O F P R O T E O M I C S 9 6 ( 2 0 1 4 ) 1 3 3 – 1 4 41. IntroductionIn proteomics analysis of biological samples, the statistical
analysis is heavily reliant on technologies that are able to detect
and accurately quantify lowabundanceproteins, because it is in
this low concentration range that proteins indicative of distinct
biological states are believed to be found. Further, as also small
protein level changes can have phenotypic effects on a studied
system, accurate quantification methods for measuring global
protein alterations are important. Advances in mass spec-
trometry (MS) instrumentation, computational data analysis,
and the availability of nearly complete sequence databases
for many species have made large-scale proteomics analyses
possible [1–3]. By reaching the low abundant proteins, proteo-
mics has become an important research approach for biomark-
er discovery [4,5]. However, despite the many publications on
mass spectrometry based clinical proteomics during the last
decade; the translation of potential biomarkers and bio-
marker panels into clinical practice has been occasional. One
reason is false positives in early studies. With this study our
aim was to evaluate the quantitative accuracy and linear
range for quantification by isobaric labeling. Knowing the
limits of accurate quantification will indicate the protein
level ranges at which we achieve reliable quantitative
protein measurements; and thereby reduce the risk of false
positives.
The use of labels in proteomics experiments makes it
possible to multiplex the analysis, which makes more efficient
use of instrument time and further controls for technical
variation. The isobaric labels TMT (tandem mass tagging) [6]
and iTRAQ (isobaric tags for relative and absolute quantifica-
tion) [7] are available in up to 8 tags that can be used for labeling
practically any peptide or protein sample.
Quantification by isobaric labels is performed by measur-
ing the intensities of fragment reporter ions released from the
labels during peptide fragmentation in the tandem MS mode
(MS2). Precursor ions to be fragmented are selected in the full
scan mode (MS1). The ion selection step is advantageous as it
reduces the noise levels. Ideally, during the precursor ion
fragmentation only one selected precursor ion is fragmented.
In practice however, it is a common occurrence that other
precursor ions are caught within the specified m/z window
(typically 2 Da around the isolation mass) and are fragmented
together with the selected precursor. This is called precursor
co-isolation or mixing, and is a significant limiting factor of
identification rates in shotgunproteomics [8,9]. It is alsonegative
for quantificationbasedon isobaric labels as co-isolatedpeptides
also create reporter tags which if superimposed on the reporter
tags from the selected precursor ion, gives an inaccurate link
between peptide quantity and identity. Because typically most
of the proteins in a biological sample are unregulated, the
co-isolated peptides often create reporter tags with equal
relative intensity. Consequently, precursor co-isolation has
in several studies been shown to influence the accuracy of
iTRAQ quantification and to cause systematic underestima-
tion in the ratio of protein changes and a bias of changes
towards unity [10–14].
The risk of precursor co-isolation and hence erroneous
identification and quantification is larger in complex samples,and is consequently suggested to be reduced by pre-fractionation
[11,15,16]. Precursor co-isolation is also reduced by fragmentation
close to the apex of the chromatographic peak [17]. Accuracy in
relation to precursor co-isolation has been discussed [18], and
addressed by two technical developments in data acquisition
[19,20]. These two suggested methods involve direct analysis of
MS3 spectra and gas phase purification of precursors by ion
transfer reactions and both improve the purity of origin of the
reporter ions. However, both methods require specific instru-
mentation and increase mass spectrometry cycle time which
limits applicability. An algorithm for fold change correction of
isobaric label data was recently published [21]. The algorithm
uses the precursor interference levels to estimate the fraction of
reporter ion abundance that originates from co-isolated precur-
sor ions and corrects according to that. The method improves
quantitative accuracy of isobaric data as evaluated on amedium
complexity sample spikedwith 2 proteins, and as comparedwith
label-free data. In a recent study, the experimental setup of
co-analysis of TMT and iTRAQ labeled samples to measure
precursor co-fragmentation was described by Altelaar et al. [13].
The results show that only about 1/3 of all spectra are clean
without interference, and a double isolation method (MS3) was
suggested to address this. A disadvantage with the MS3 isolation
is that it results in fewer proteins beingquantified [13]. The aimof
our study was to directly relate the percentage of co-isolated
precursor ions toquantitative accuracy.Wewanted to investigate
how precursor co-isolation affects the quantification (of both
low- and high abundant proteins) in a complex sample. For the
investigation we used an experimental design with a human cell
lysate as background, into which we spiked 57 protein standards
ranging 5 orders of magnitude. This provided several reference
points across a wide concentration range, and could be used to
correlate measured amounts with theoretical (known spiked)
amounts. We used a similar experimental design as Altelaar et
al. [13] but with the differences of using isoelectric focusing for
peptide pre-fractionation to reduce sample complexity, which
has been shown to affect precursor co-isolation. The end
purpose of investigating precursor co-isolation was to deter-
mine a practical cutoff for maximum isolation interference
allowed.
An alternative method without risk for introducing errors
such as incomplete labeling or precursor mixing, is label-free
peptide quantification. Label-free measurements offers a mea-
sure of themass spectrometric signals of the peptides that can be
compared directly between different proteome measurements
given that conditions remain identical between separate mea-
surements. In principle, there are thus no restrictions in sample
number due to limited number of labels. We were therefore
interested inalso investigating the limits of quantificationusinga
label-free approach on the spike in samples. The label-free
quantification was based on measuring precursor peptide
ion intensities in the first MS dimension (MS1) by peak area/
height [22,23]. Given that multiplexing is not possible in a
label-free analysis; the time for LC–MS analysis is longer. As
many shotgun proteomics workflows, our workflow for
in-depth protein quantification of complex samples employs
pre-fractionation to increase protein identification rates and
quantification accuracy. To restrict the LC–MS analysis time
however, the label-free analysis was performed on non-
fractionated samples.
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The aim of this study was to investigate the quantitative
accuracy of isobaric labeling in combination with peptide
pre-fractionation by high resolution isoelectric focusing, as
this is a key step in our proteomics workflow. Specifically, we
wanted to investigate to which degree precursor mixing (both
interfering co-isolated precursors in the isolation window and
the consequential reporter ions in the fragment spectra)
affects the quantitative accuracy.
To make the investigation valid for biological samples of
high complexity, a human cell lysate was used as background.
The cell lysate was spiked with 57 protein standards ranging
5 orders of magnitude, providing several reference points
across a wide concentration range. This sample set was used
both for the investigation of protein quantification by isobaric
labels and in a label-free quantification analysis.2. Materials and methods
2.1. Experimental design
Whole cell lysate from a breast cancer cell line (MCF7) was used
as proteome background. The protein extractwas divided into 9
identical samples (samples 1–9; 400 μg/sample). Approximating
an average proteinMwof 50000 Da, this gives 8 nmol of protein
background per sample. Two protein standard mixtures: 1) the
Universal Proteomics Standard mix (UPS2, Sigma-Aldrich,
St. Louis, MO) consisting of 48 proteins and 2) a set of 9
standard proteins (MSCAL 1, Sigma-Aldrich and P77305, New
England Biolabs); were spiked to the samples (Fig. 1A).
Sample aliquots were assigned to peptide quantification
either by label based quantificationmethods (iTRAQ or TMT) or
by a label-free feature intensity approach (Fig. 1B). To evaluate
precursor mixing, the iTRAQ and TMT labeled samples were
pooled and co-analyzed by LC–MS/MS. For the co-analysis with
iTRAQ and TMT labeled peptides; 140 μg of label-free peptides
was added as shown in Fig. 1B. This label-free fractionwas used
in the evaluation of interference, as a search with label-free
settings theoretically contains no iTRAQ or TMT reporter ions.
The pooled peptide samples were pre-fractionated based on
their isoelectric point (pI) in order to reduce sample complexity
prior to LC–MS/MS. The aliquots used for label-free quantifica-
tion were not pre-fractionated. Instead, to improve resolution
and the dynamic range of the analysis, the LC gradient was
increased to 240 min (compared to 45 or 90 min gradients for
each pI-fraction of the labeled samples). All label-free samples
were run in technical triplicates.
2.2. Sample preparation
The cell lysate was dissolved in 25 mM HEPES, 4% SDS, 1 mM
DTT (pH 7.6) to a total volume of 3.5 mL (protein concentra-
tion 3.2 μg/μL). The proteins were precipitated in acetone to
remove lysis buffer. Briefly, 4 volumes of ice cold acetone were
added and the samples were left on ice for 1 h. The samples
were centrifuged for 10 min (4 °C, 12000 g). The supernatant
was discarded and the resulting protein pellets allowed to air
dry. The pellets were re-dissolved to a final concentration of0.2% SDS and the protein concentration was determined using
the DC protein assay (BioRad).
The standard proteins were added to samples 1–8 as
described in Fig. 1A. The UPS2 protein standard contains 48
human proteins in quantities prepared from 6 mixtures of 8
proteins ranging 5 orders of magnitude (50 pmol to 500 amol).
We diluted the mixture in 8 linear steps, resulting in protein
amounts ranging 0–25000 fmol. The additional 9 proteins, of
which 3 non-mammalian: P14R (synthetic), TPI and MBP B-Gal
(Escherichia coli), were mixed in equimolar concentrations
and added in 8 log4-dilution steps ranging 0–15000 fmol. The
protein accessions and molar amounts of the spiked standard
proteins are found in Suppl. File S2.
After adding theprotein standards to the cell lysate, thepHof
the samples was adjusted with triethylammonium bicarbonate
(TEAB) and reduced with tris(2-carboxyethyl)phosphine (TCEP)
(both from AB Sciex). After alkylation with iodoacetamide
(Sigma), digestion was performed using trypsin (sequencing
grade, Promega), at 37 °C overnight with an enzyme:substrate
ratio 1:66 (w:w). After tryptic digestion, the peptide samples
were either labeled with isobaric tags or kept label-free.
For the label-free samples analyzed on a long LC gradient;
100 μg of each sample to be analyzed was cleaned by strong
cation exchange solid phase extraction as described for TMT
and iTRAQ labeled samples. The samples were freeze dried
and stored in −80 °C.
2.3. Peptide labeling by TMT and iTRAQ
For isobaric labeling, 160 and 120 μg of peptides per sample for
8-plex iTRAQ and 6-plex TMT, respectively (20 μg peptides/
channel), were labeled according to themanufacturers' instruc-
tions. The labeling scheme is shown in Suppl. Table S1. After
labeling, excess reagents and detergents were removed by
strong cation exchange solid phase extraction (Strata X-C 33 μm
polymeric SCX, Phenomenex). The samples were freeze dried
and resulting pellets stored in −80 °C.
2.4. Peptide pre-fractionation by isoelectric focusing
Peptide pre-fractionation was performed on labeled samples
by isoelectric focusing (IEF). The isoelectric focusing reduces
sample complexity by limiting the MS analysis to peptides
within a specified pI range. The gain is a reduced sample
complexity, particularly when using narrow range IEF [24]. We
investigated the impact of peptide pre-fractionation by IEF
on precursor mixing using both acidic (pI 3.7–4.9) narrow
range as well as normal range (pI 4–7); 24 cm linear gradient
immobilized pH gradient (IPG) strips (GE Healthcare). The
acidic pI range 3.7–4.9 contains peptides representing 96% of
all proteins but the total peptide number is reduced to one
third [24,25]. IPG-IEF is compatible with iTRAQ labeling [25],
and from our experience also with TMT labeling [26]. In brief;
peptide samples were dissolved in 225 μL rehydration solu-
tion containing 8 M urea, and applied to a gel bridge. For
reswelling of the IPG strips overnight, 1% IPG pharmalyte
pH 2.5–5.0 (GE Healthcare) in 8 M urea was used. Samples
were applied to the IPG strips by the gel bridge (pH 3.7) at the
cathode end and run as described in [24]. After focusing, the
peptides were passively eluted into 72 contiguous fractions
Fig. 1 – Samples and experimental design. (A) The samples were prepared using a mammalian cell line as background, into
which 57 standard proteins in concentrations ranging 5 orders of magnitude were spiked. The 57 protein standards were
grouped in mixes A–G (8–9 proteins per group) based on their added concentration range across samples. Mixes A–F were
spiked in linear concentration steps across 8 samples (sample 9 blank). The G-mix was added in log4 dilution steps across 8
samples. (B) Samples were analyzed using labels or a label-free approach. Labeled samples were co-analyzed and
pre-fractionated by isoelectric focusing using IPG-strips with either normal (4–7), or narrow pI range (3.7–4.9). The label-free
samples were analyzed on a long LC-gradient. LC: liquid chromatography, iTRAQ & TMT: isobaric labels, LF: label-free, IEF:
isoelectric focusing.
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robotics (GEHealthcare Bio-Sciences AB, prototype instrument).
The resulting fractions were freeze dried and kept at −20 °C.
2.5. Mass spectrometry analysis
The freeze dried peptide pellets for the label-free analysis
were dissolved in 100 μL of 3% acetonitrile 0.1% formic acid to
1 μg/μL, from which 1 μL was injected per run. For the labeled
peptides, each peptide IPG fraction was re-dissolved in 8 μL of3% acetonitrile 0.1% formic acid by the autosampler of an
Agilent HPLC 1200 system (Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara,
CA, USA) prior to injection. From the 8 μL each IPG fraction, a
volume of 3 μL was injected to online HPLC–MS (LTQ-Orbitrap
Velos mass spectrometer, Thermo Fischer Scientific, San Jose,
CA, USA). The HPLC 1200 system provided the gradient for
online reversed-phase nano-LC at a flow of 0.4 μL/min.
Solvent A was 97% water, 3% ACN, 0.1% formic acid;
and solvent B was 5% water, 95% ACN, 0.1% formic acid. The
curved gradient (Eq. (1)) went from 2% B up to 40% B in 45/90/
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followed by a steep increase to 100%B in 5 min. The samplewas
injected into a C-18 guard desalting column (Agilent Technol-
ogies) prior to a 15 cm long C-18 picofrit column (100 μm
internal diameter, 5 μm bead size, Nikkyo Technos Co., Tokyo,
Japan) installedon thenanoelectrospray ionization (NSI) source
of the mass spectrometer.
%Btime ið Þ ¼
%Bgradient end−%Bgradient start
total gradient time1:5
 time ið Þ1:5 þ %Bgradient start ð1Þ
Equationused to define the curved gradients. Time expressed
in minutes.
For TMT and iTRAQ labeled samples, data acquisition
proceeded in ~3.5 second scan cycles, starting by a single full
scan MS (300–2000 m/z, AGC target 10^6) at 30000 resolution
(profile mode), followed by two stages of data-dependent
tandem MS (centroid mode): the top 5 ions from the full scan
MS were selected firstly for collision induced dissociation
(CID, 35% energy; max. injection time 200 ms, AGC target
20000) with MS/MS detection in the ion trap, and finally for
higher energy collision dissociation (HCD, 45% energy; max.
injection time 500 ms, AGC target 50000) with MS/MS detec-
tion in the Orbitrap. Precursors with an intensity of at least
1000 were isolated with a 2 m/z width and dynamic exclusion
90 s. The intensity threshold to trigger acquisition of tandem
mass spectra was 1000 counts. Un-assigned and charge state
1 were excluded. For iTRAQ and TMT reporter ion based
quantification we used the combination of ion trap CID and
collision cell based HCD described in [27].
For label-free samples, data acquisition proceeded with up
to 3 s between eachMS1 scan, starting bya single fullMS scan at
60000 resolution (profile mode), followed by one stage (CID
fragmentation) of data-dependent tandemMS (centroid mode).
The top 10 ions from the full scanMSwere selected for collision
induced dissociation (CID, at 35% energy) withMS/MS detection
in the ion trap. The ion injection timemaximum for CIDwas set
to 200 ms. Precursors were isolated with a 2 m/z width and
dynamic exclusion was used with 90 s duration. The intensity
threshold to trigger acquisition of tandem mass spectra was
1000 counts. Un-assigned and charge state 1 were excluded. At
least 10 MS1 scans per peptide were used to define the MS1
features.
2.6. Data analysis
Raw MS (label-) data was identified and quantified under
the software platform Proteome Discoverer 1.3.0.339 (Thermo
Fisher Scientific Inc.) or MaxQuant software (version 1.2.0.18)
(label-free data).
For both protein identification and quantification at least
1 unique (i.e. a peptide that occurs in not more than one
database entry) peptide was required. The false discovery rate
(FDR) for peptide identification was set to 5% in all analyses.
For the iTRAQ and TMT labeled samples, all MS/MS spectra
were searched by SEQUEST [28] combined with the Percolator
algorithm (version 2.0) for PSM search optimization [29]. The
Percolator algorithm uses semi-supervised machine learning
to discriminate between correct and decoy spectrum identi-
fications. Searches were performed against a custom madedatabase consisting of SwissProt human sequences (uniprot.org
2012-01-17, 20242 entries), and the spiked in protein standards
(57 protein sequences). Peptide FDR was calculated by a
target–decoy approach. A minimum precursor mass of 500 Da
(corresponding to approximately 6 amino acids), and a maxi-
mumprecursormass of 6000 Dawas required. A precursormass
tolerance of 10 ppm and product mass tolerances of 20 mmu
(0.02 Da) for HCD-FTMS and 0.5 Da for CID-ITMS were used.
Enzyme specificity was set to trypsin, allowing 1 missed
cleavage.Modifications includedwere cysteine carbamidometh-
ylation (fixed), as well as protein phosphorylation (of serine,
threonine and tyrosine) and methionine oxidation (variable).
To obtain a measure of precursor mixing the data was
searched with three distinct settings: with iTRAQ 8-plex on
lysine and N-terminal as fixedmodifications, with TMT 6-plex
on lysine and N-terminal as fixed modifications, and finally
without any label as fixedmodification (label-free). In all three
settings, we still quantified the reporter ions detected. Thus,
with TMT as fixed modification, all iTRAQ reporter ions
detected were classified as contaminants; and vice versa. For
the search with label-free settings, all isobaric reporter ions
detected were considered interfering. Quantification of 6-plex
TMT and 8-plex iTRAQ reporter ions was performed on
HCD-FTMS tandemmass spectra using an integrationwindow
tolerance of 20 ppm. The settings used were according to
standard procedure. The peptide ratios were calculated from
median PSMs. These peptide ratios were then assembled
(median) to protein groups. The protein ratios were then
normalized to the total intensity.
For analysis of the label-free samples, a time and mass
dependent peptide recalibration algorithm included inMaxQuant
[30–33] was used to improve the mass accuracy of the precursor
ions prior to database search. The Andromeda search engine [34]
was used to search the MS/MS spectra against the same
customized database as for the labeled data, see above. For
protein identification aminimumpeptide lengthof 6 aminoacids
was required. Peptide and protein FDR was estimated by target–
decoy approach. Enzyme specificity was set to trypsin, allowing 1
missed cleavage. For initial peptide identification search, the
mass tolerance was 20 ppm. After time and mass dependent
peptidemass recalibration, a peptidemass tolerance in themain
search of 6 ppm was used. For the MS/MS, a fragment mass
tolerance was set to FTMS 20 ppm, and ITMS 0.5 Da. Modifica-
tions included were cysteine carbamidomethylation (fixed),
as well as protein phosphorylation (of serine, threonine and
tyrosine) and methionine oxidation (variable). The MaxQuant
software includes an algorithm that performs a second round of
database search using co-fragmented peptides (=second pep-
tides) [34]. This was employed to increase the number of protein
identifications. Label-free quantification was performed by MS1
feature detection, using area under the chromatographic curve to
assess peptide abundance. For each sample, the isotope pattern
of each peptide wasmatched across different LC–MS/MS runs on
the basis of mass and retention time, using the software option
“match between runs” and the default retention time window of
2 min. By using the “match between runs” option the software
calculates the intensity ratios for the identified peptides and also
for features not identified in their respective run, but with m/z
and RT matching those of peptides identified in other runs.
Normalization was performed against total run intensities, and
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intensities of the runs.
For quantitative data, graphs and correlation analyses
were performed using the software GraphPad Prism (version
5). The area proportional Venn diagrams were obtained using
the freely available online tool BioVenn [35].Fig. 2 – Area proportional Venn diagrams showing the
number of protein identifications and identification overlap
of labeled (iTRAQ, TMT) and label-free datasets. (A) Total
protein identification numbers. (B) Number of spiked protein
standards identified. The results shown are from the
respective quantification approach giving the highest
number of protein identifications. The labeled samples were
pre-fractionated by IEF, while the label-free samples were
not, hence no direct comparisons between the two
approaches can bemade. The results from the other analysis
settings are summarized in Suppl. Table S2.3. Results and discussion
The raw data used in the subsequent analyses will be publicly
available and deposited at SweStore: http://webdav.swegrid.
se/snic/bils/ki_scilife/pub/ and also on the public reposi-
tory ProteomeXchange Consortium (http://proteomecentral.
proteomexchange.org), with identifier PXD000578. All iden-
tified proteins are listed in Suppl. File S2.
The 6-plex TMT, narrow range isoelectric focusing gave
5961 protein identifications based on 26299 unique peptides.
The 8-plex iTRAQ, narrow range isoelectric focusing had
4466 protein identifications (15099 unique peptides) and
the label-free analysis using long LC gradient 3368 protein
identifications (16484 unique peptides). The overlap between
the protein identities is shown in Fig. 2. The experimental
design with mixing of TMT and iTRAQ labeling is expected to
increase the MS1 ion population, which may reduce the
number of protein identifications. The increased complexity
was however reduced by the pre-fractionation. The label-free
analysis had amedian protein sequence coverage of 11%, TMT
8% and iTRAQ 6%. By the label-free approach, 30 of the spiked
proteins were detected. By the combined isobaric labeling/
pre-fractionation by isoelectric focusing approach 34 (TMT)
and 33 (iTRAQ) of the spiked standard proteins were detected.
All threemethodshad at least oneprotein accession represented
from each of the standard protein mixes A–G, i.e. the standard
proteins identified ranged across all spiked in amounts.
The lower number of protein identifications using 8-plex
iTRAQ compared to 6-plex TMT is in contradiction to a
comparative study on iTRAQ and TMT labeling showing that the
twomethodsperformsimilarly in termsof protein identifications
[36]. However, it is in agreement with a study by Pichler et al.,
which provides an explanation in that CID/HCD of 8-plex labeled
peptides produces a larger number non-canonical fragments
(corresponding to the gray vertical bars in Fig. S2B), which results
in reduced search engine scores [37].
3.1. Precursor co-isolation and TMT/iTRAQ quantification
Other studies have shown that iTRAQ based quantification
produces high quality quantitative data, but that the measured
iTRAQ ratios underestimate large protein changes [15]. One
suggested reason for this is co-isolated precursor ions. We
investigated the percentage of co-isolated precursor ions in
the PSM (peptide-spectrum-match) population. The degree of
co-isolated precursor ions was measured as isolation interference.
This was calculated within the software Proteome Discoverer as
the intensity fraction of ions other than the selected precursor in
the ion selectionwindow. Due to the pI pre-fractionation used in
the current study, the interference from co-fragmented peptides
can be expected to decrease. Theoretically, reduction of sample
complexity by narrow range (3.7–4.9) compared to normal pIrange (4–7) isoelectric focusing would reduce the precursor
interference. In the narrow range 3.7–4.9 (fractionated into 72
fractions), each fraction would in theory have a pI width of
1.2/72, while in pI range 4–7 each single fraction would have a
pI width 3/72. In our study however, fractionation by narrow
(3.7–4.9) or normal (4–7) range isoelectric focusing, as well as
increasing the LC gradient length from 45 to 90 min showed
little impact on the degree of isolation interference (Suppl. Fig. S1).
Slightly less isolation interference was observed with TMT in
comparison to iTRAQ.
To further investigate the impact of precursor co-isolation
in quantification by isobaric labeling, we analyzed samples
combining the information from iTRAQ and TMT reporter
ions. This was done by designing the experiment so that
TMT and iTRAQ labeled peptides were mixed and analyzed
simultaneously (Fig. 1B). The co-analysis makes it is possible
Table 1 – Intensity distribution of the iTRAQ and TMT
reporter ions. Median reporter ion intensity of all unique
peptide PSMs are listed. Median of the TMT reporter ion
intensities was approximately 2 times higher than the
iTRAQ reporter ions.
iTRAQ
channel
Reporter-ion
intensities
(median)
TMT
channel
Reporter-ion
intensities
(median)
113 2206 126 4384
114 2286 127 4460
115 2109 128 4244
116 2110 129 4567
117 2176 130 4503
118 2150 131 4573
119 2190 –
121 2449 –
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precursor) from “contaminating” reporter ions (originating
from co-fragmented ions in the same m/z window). We then
looked at the degree of contaminating reporter ions in the
MS2 fragment spectra. First, we looked at the contaminating
TMT reporter ion (intensities) in the iTRAQ-searched data;
and after that at the corresponding degree of contaminating
iTRAQ reporter ion (intensities) in the TMT-searched data. We
calculate this interference as: contaminating reporter ion
intensity/total (TMT + iTRAQ) reporter ion intensity; and call
it reporter ion interference. An example of a precursor isolation
window containing ions other than the selected precursor
and the corresponding fragment spectrum is shown in Suppl.
Fig. S2. As seen in the precursor isolation window (Fig. S2A),
other ions are within the range of the selected precursor.
These are subsequently co-fragmented with the selected ion
and thus produce peaks in the peptide fragment spectrum
(Fig. S2B). By adding the TMT tags in the quantification
module we could extract also the TMT reporter ion intensities
(Fig. S2C) and hence use these “contamination” quantities in
our calculations.
We looked at the correlation between the isolation interference
(calculated as the relative amount of ion current in the
precursor selection window that is not attributed to the
precursor itself) and the reporter ion interference (calculated as
the proportion of contaminating reporter ion intensity related
to the total (TMT + iTRAQ) reporter ion intensity) and saw no
correlation between the two measures of interference. Repre-
sentativeplots are shown inSuppl. Fig. S3A. For the co-analyzed
label-free + TMT + iTRAQ samples, we also performed a search
with identification aiming at label-free peptides; and correlated
the software measured isolation interference with the sum of
interfering iTRAQ and TMT reporter ions (Suppl. Fig. S3, lower
panel). Again, no correlation was observed.
The observed discrepancy between isolation interference and
reporter ion interference is in line with the study by Altelaar et al.
[13]. One explanation to the discrepancy could be that a
significant proportion of the contaminating ions in the
precursor selection window that contribute to the ion current
are not giving rise to reporter ions. In addition, the reporter ion
interference is an approximation as the different tags can
generate different amounts of reporter ions due to the
fragmentation properties of the tags. Further, the by chance
co-fragmented precursor can equally likely be TMT or iTRAQ
labeled meaning that the reporter ion interference as we define
it can maximally be 50% correct. This may also explain the
observed weak correlation between isolation interference (MS1
interference) and reporter ion interference (MS2 interference).
We further investigated the correlation between the main
peptide identification score (XCorr) and the two types of
interference. We saw a slight trend, but no clear correlation, of
inverse relationship between the interference measures and
the XCorr score (Suppl. Fig. S3B). This can be explained by
XCorr being influenced by also other factors that are inde-
pendent of the isolation interference (for example fragmen-
tation efficiency).
To see whether the reporter ion intensities from iTRAQ and
TMT were comparable, we investigated the intensity distribu-
tion of the reporter ions. The median of the TMT reporters was
nearly twice the intensity of the median of iTRAQ reporters(Table 1). The difference in intensity explains why reporter ion
interference appears larger with iTRAQ as label and TMT as
contaminant (Suppl. Fig. S3A). This difference may be the
reason for the observed lower noise levels from TMT quantifi-
cation compared to iTRAQ quantification (Suppl. Fig. S7).
There could be several reasons for the higher intensities of
the TMT reporters. We rule out the alternative that the iTRAQ
labeling was incomplete, as dynamic search of the raw data
(wherein the isobaric tags were set as variable modifications)
has shown complete labeling. Other explanations might be
better fragmentation properties of the TMT reagent leading to
larger reporter ion abundance, or superior ionization proper-
ties. Differences in ionization properties have been evaluated
and excluded as an explanation in other studies [37]. Superior
fragmentation properties would explain the higher number of
protein identifications using 6-plex TMT compared to 8-plex
iTRAQ in our study (Fig. 2); and thus seemmore plausible. Yet
another reason for the difference in intensity between iTRAQ
and TMT reporter ions could be that the TMT reporter ions,
having a slightly higher m/z (Suppl. Fig. S2C), are detected in a
mass range where the instrument performs better.
3.2. The effect of precursor co-isolation on quantitative
accuracy
We next investigated the effect of precursor isolation interfer-
ence and reporter ion interference on quantitative accuracy.
Given the poor correlation between isolation interference and
reporter ion interference (Suppl. Fig. S3), we wanted to investi-
gate the effect of these measures on the quantitative accuracy
separately. In Fig. 3 the molar amount of spiked protein
standard is plotted versus themedianmeasured reporter ratio
for the corresponding peptide spectrum matches (PSMs). To
visualize the impact of isolation interference on the accuracy,
the PSMs were binned and plotted according to interference
percentage (bin width 10%). As described, each raw file of the
LC–MS/MS data was searched twice; once with TMT as fixed
modification so iTRAQ reporters detected were classified as
contaminants (Fig. 3A), and once with the reverse settings, i.e.
iTRAQ as label (Fig. 3B). From the intensities of the contam-
inating reporter ions, reporter ion interference was calculated.
Fig. 3 – Spiked standard protein amount versusmeasured reporter ratio of the peptide spectrummatches. In (A) TMTwas set as
label, and iTRAQ as contaminant. In (B) iTRAQ was set as label, and TMT as contaminant. The PSMs are grouped graph-wise
according to standard protein mix, assuming that all PSMs plotted together have the same expected amounts. Graph coloring
is according to the isolation interference or reporter ion interference percentage of the PSMs used in the quantification. The
median of the measured ratios of the PSMs are plotted in bins of 10%. When calculating the ratio, the sample with the highest
amount was used as denominator. Both isolation interference and reporter interference are defined as described in the text. The
datasets shownwere acquired using pI pre-fractionation 3.7–4.9, LC-gradient length 45 min. The samples were subject to three
modes of fractionation prior to MS analysis as described in the Materials and methods section (also illustrated in Fig. 1B). The
corresponding plots for pI ranges 3.7–4.9 (90 min LC gradient) and IPG pI 4–7 (45 min LC gradient) are shown in Suppl. Fig. S4.
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spiked amount is 0, wemay get a quantitative signal in the MS
analysis. This could sometimes be explained by the presence
of the protein in the cell line background. But, as we see in
Fig. 3, it is also an effect of precursor mixing. From the
graphs in Fig. 3A and B we can further see that despite the
poor correlation between isolation interference and reporter ion
interference, both measures affect the quantitative accuracy.
From the results it appears that the isolation interference (MS1
interference) has a smaller effect on the quantitative accuracy
than the reporter ion interference (MS2 interference) percentage.
Generally, we can state that an isolation interference up to
approximately 30% yields a good accuracy. From our data
we observed that, of the total number of PSMs, approximately
2/3 have an isolation interference percentage below 30%. Our
observations are in line with a recent study [21] showing
that TMT quantitative measurements deviate from label-free
quantification of identical sampleswhen the estimated isolation
interference exceeds 20%. Looking at the reporter ion interference
on the other hand, we observed that even very small changes
(<30%) seem to correlatewith erroneous quantification. A strong
motivation for focusing our further evaluation on the isolation
interference was the requirements for a specialized study designto measure reporter ion interference and the above discussed
approximate nature of the reporter ion interference.
Another observation from this analysis is that comparing
iTRAQ and TMT; iTRAQ quantification appears less sensitive
towards isolation interference.
Comparing the graphs of the spiked protein standards
ranging 8.7–60.8 fmol (A-mix) and 0.87–6.08 fmol (B-mix) in
Fig. 3, we can also see that precursor mixing in terms of
isolation interference has a bigger impact on the quantitative
accuracy at lower protein levels. This is also clearly seen among
the protein standards spiked in log4 steps (0.0023–37.5 fmol,
G-mix), which consists of a wider range of protein levels. The
low levels in the G-mix correspond to those in the C–F mixes
(<0.6 fmol), which were below the quantification limit.
By looking at the proteins in the B-mix, it appears that the
accuracy of the quantification is improved by accepting less
isolation interference. Increasing the stringency by tolerating less
isolation interference is a balance between keeping PSMs needed
for a robust identification and removing those having a high
percentage of isolation interference that improves the accuracy.
One compromise could be to employ a higher tolerance for
identification purposes, while maintaining a more stringent
isolation interference limit for quantification purpose.
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As described in the Materials andmethods section (Fig. 1A), the
57 protein standards were divided into 7 protein sets; “A–G
mixes”; based on amount. Protein mixes A–F were added in
linear dilution steps across the samples, and the G-mix was
added in log4 steps. To evaluate quantitative accuracy, the
intensity measures were plotted versus the known added
amounts of spiked proteins and the linearity of the relationship
was studied. While in Fig. 3 the protein levels in each mix
were combined, in Fig. 4 the quantitative measurements ofFig. 4 – Correlation of theoretical molar amounts versus measure
label-free quantification. Allowed upper limit of isolation interfere
A-mix and 10% for the lower level proteinmixes B–G (data from F-
according to protein species. In (A) is shown the TMT quantificati
45 min. (C) label-free quantification, correlation between theoret
spiked in proteins. The analysis was performed on 9 samples (aindividual proteins are plotted separately. The results from
the quantification of the labeled peptides are shown in Fig. 4A
and B.
Based on our observations in Fig. 3 regarding the effects
of isolation interference on protein accuracy, we set limits
of accepted isolation interference % of the PSMs used in the
quantification to 30% for quantification of high abundance
proteins (i.e. A-mix). For the quantification of lower protein
amounts (B- to G-mixes), we increased the stringency to allow
maximum 10% isolation interference. The corresponding plots
with isolation interference <30% are shown in Suppl. Fig. S5. Wed reporter ratios of the standard proteins by label-based and
nce for PSMs used in the quantification was set to 30% for the
mix, below the quantification limit, is not shown). Coloring is
on, and in (B) the iTRAQ quantification. Dataset: pI 3.7–4.9, LC
ical and measured amounts (normalized feature intensity) of
nalyzed in triplicates).
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PSM intensity, low abundant protein accuracy will be more
sensitive to isolation interference, hence the stricter limit.
Fig. 4A and B indicates that we have a linear range of
quantification from approximately 1 fmol for both methods.
For TMT, the calibration curves are linear from the measure
point 2 fmol (Fig. 4A), and for iTRAQ from 1.2 fmol (Fig. 4B).
The lower measure point of 1.2 fmol was not included in the
TMT 6-plex. The calibration curves below 1 fmol are noisy,
and below the quantification limit for both labeling methods.
In general, there is linearity between 0.87 and 6 fmol (B-mix);
while there is no linearity between 0.087 and 0.6 fmol (C-mix),
with few exceptions. In the C-mix, at the lower end of the
quantification limit, the linearity is true only for some
proteins. In Fig. 4A, from around 0.2 fmol, (TMT, C-mix); the
signal from the protein P16038 correlates well with the spiked
amount. Looking at the same graph, this is not the case for
protein Q15843. In the corresponding graph for iTRAQ (Fig. 4B,
C-mix) we detected no protein for which the signal correlated
linearly with the amount.
For both TMT and iTRAQ, the lower limit of the linear range
of quantification judging from the G-mix which contains
proteins in a wider range (0.002–40 fmol) also appears to be
approximately 1 fmol.
From the graphs showing the A- and G-mixes we can also
see that, with themaximum amounts spiked (85 and 52 fmol),
we did not reach the upper limit of linear quantification. The
dynamic range can therefore not be properly estimated, but is
at least 1 order of magnitude for both iTRAQ and TMT, which
is in line with other studies [37].
Precursor interference is known to increase false negative
identifications [9]. As we see from our data (Fig. 3) it also
affects the quantification accuracy of low level proteins. The
main risk of a too tolerant limit for precursor interference is
thus to miss picking up relevant biomarker candidates. By
reducing the acceptance level of isolation interference % among
the PSMs in the dataset analyzed, the accuracy of measured
protein alterations should increase, as seen in Fig. 3. The
calibration curves shown in Fig. 4A and B were plotted with 50,
30 and 10% limits for the PSMs. We studied the calibration
curves but saw no obvious improvements of the lower limits of
the quantitative linear range for individual proteins when
changing from30 to 10%maximumallowed isolation interference.
This is probably because themajority of the PSMs have isolation
interference below 20% (Suppl. Fig. S1), and the quantities on
protein level are based on median PSMs for peptide ratio
calculations. Although we saw no clear improvement of
accuracy on individual protein level (Fig. 4), we set the limit
for isolation interference on low-level proteins to 10% based
on the results shown in Fig. 3A and B (B-mix in particular).
For the un-fractionated samples analyzed by label-free
quantification, normalized intensity measurements were plot-
ted versus the known added amounts to evaluate quantitative
accuracy, Fig. 4C. The label-free measurements correlated well
across triplicates (Suppl. Fig. S6A and B), with a correlation
coefficient of R2 = 0.97–0.99. The technical triplicates were
combined in the calculation of the feature intensities of the
9(×3) samples.
Proteins from the A-mix (range 8–60 fmol) were within the
linear range of quantification (Fig. 4C). In the B-mix, for someproteins (e.g. P04040), the quantification range was linear
down to 0.8 fmol, while for other proteins there was no linear
response at those levels (P15559). From the graphs showing
the C- to E-mix proteins, we can see that these proteins
were below the quantification limit in our study. Judging by
the proteins in the G-mix on the other hand, with the
non-mammalian proteins XXXX2 (TPI E. coli) and P00883, the
linear range of quantification appeared to stretch from
0.15 fmol. Peptides from the E. coli protein are not likely to be
found in the cell lysate background, and are hence reliable in
that sense. Like in the iTRAQ and TMT based quantification;
the upper limit of linear quantification was not reached.
Further, 1 more spiked protein standard (G-mix) was
identified in our label-free quantification approach compared
to the label-based. pI calculations performed on the two
peptides supporting its identification showed that they were
basic peptides (pI 5.4 and 6.5), and hence not within the
selected pI range (3.7–4.9) used in the pre-fractionation of the
labeled samples.
3.4. Limit of detection
The limit of detection (LOD), defined as 3 times the standard
deviation of the background level, was estimated for the
different labeling methods. The calculation of the standard
deviation was based on the quantities of all proteins in the
cell line across the six (TMT), eight (iTRAQ) or nine (label-free)
analyses; assuming equal background protein amount across
samples (spiked protein standards excluded). For the isobaric
labels, the limits were calculated from the relative quantifi-
cation and from the label-free analysis the limits were
calculated from the normalized raw intensities (absolute
quantification). Values were log2 transformed. For the iTRAQ
and TMT based analyses, the limit of maximum 30% isolation
interference PSM level was used.
The LOD for the label-free was estimated and compared
with the calibration curves calculated from the spiked in
proteins, as shown in Fig. 4C, giving an indication of the
quantification limits in amounts. This gave an LOD corre-
sponding to approximately 1 fmol. For iTRAQ and TMT it is
only possible to measure relative amounts. Hence the noise
level calculations could not be translated back into peak
intensities and further to corresponding amounts in the
sample. We could however see that in our analysis, the
noise level on relative amounts is lower in the 6-plex TMT
analysis compared to 8-plex iTRAQ (Suppl. Fig. S7). This
indicates that comparing the two isobaric methods used in
this study, 6-plex TMT is more sensitive.
We also compared the LOD estimated from background
signals with the readout from the calibration curves for the
label-free analysis (Fig. 4C). In relation to the corresponding
calibration curves for iTRAQ and TMT, we could observe
linearity in approximately the same ranges (i.e. from 1 fmol)
between all three quantification approaches. Other studies
find isobaric labels more sensitive regarding the quantifica-
tion of proteins with small changes [15,36], while less accurate
to determine higher fold changes, presumably due to precur-
sor mixing [12]. We did not observe such trend.
A lower detection limit of 1 fmol in an MS injection volume
of 1 μL corresponds to approximately 0.05 ng/μL (50 μg/mL),
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protein loss in the sample preparation, the lower detection
limit would thus be a protein concentration >50 ng/mL in
the original sample solution. To obtain the cellular protein
copy number 1 fmol would correspond to; we calculated the
number of proteins in 1 fmol by multiplying with Avogadro's
constant. To get protein number per cell, we divided this with
the cell number yielding 20 μg, which was the protein amount
labeled with each channel. Protein yield for the mcf-7 cell line
was assumed 400 μg/million cells. According to our estima-
tions, 1 fmol corresponds to an approximated number of
12000 copies per cell. Referring to the literature, proteins with
cell copy number in this range are moderately abundant, and
enriched of proteins involved in protein sorting and localiza-
tion, for example GTP-binding nuclear protein Ran (UniProt
accession P62826). We could however not reach the detection
limits of low abundant proteins, kinases and transcription
factors involved in catalyzing post-translational modifica-
tions or regulation of cellular processes [38].
3.5. Conclusions
We have shown that for individual proteins in high complexity
samples such as a mammalian cell lysate, the linear range of
quantification has a lower limit at approximately 1 fmol, for
both the isobaric and label-free workflows used in this study. It
is important to note however that due to the difference in
pre-fractionation direct comparisons between the label-free
and label-based approaches in this study are not possible. By a
rough estimate, 1 femtomole amount corresponds to a cell copy
number of 12000, which is in the range ofmoderately abundant
proteins [38,39]. The upper limit of linear quantificationwas not
reached in this study and hence exceeds 60 fmol.
The importance of protein quantification accuracy is
underlined by studies showing that proteins tend to be
ubiquitously expressed, with tissue specific characteristics
influenced by protein levels rather than absence/presence
[40,41]. Our investigation of protein quantification accuracy
and isobaric labeling showed that the accuracy is affected
by precursor mixing. Our results showed that reporter ion
interference in the fragmentation window was more linked to
quantitative accuracy than isolation interference measured in the
ion selection window. As measuring reporter ion interference
is unpractical, we evaluated a cut off on accepted isolation
interference to limit the impact of precursor mixing on quanti-
tative accuracy. Accordingly, we propose an upper limit of 30%
isolation interference for PSMs used in protein quantification.Conflict of interest statement
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